New Era of Intelligence in Elite Performance
Qualitative Analytics 5.0 are a GameChanger®

We interpret, measure and project game patterns, trends and control using different approaches and methods, based on Qualitative Analytics 5.0 (‘QA 5.0’) and share information with coaches pre-game, ‘live’ during games and post-match with ‘deep analytics.’
QA 5.0 is also referred to as Augmented Intelligence and enhances current processes.
A decade of R&D by sports scientists, data scientists, social scientists and international
coaches has developed intelligence into a new value-added platform.
Coaches wishes have driven our R&D program particularly decision-making and momentum. Excellent results have been assisted at World Cup and Olympic levels covering 27
areas of play. Key areas include the following and involve knowledge transfer to clubs:
Intensity - is a five-part, integrated ‘compound model’ and not a single act.
Attacking – there are 11 critical stages from defence to scoring including how to produce ‘Creative Threats’ to score and then using Momentum for repeat scoring.
Defending – Leveraging Risk and Vulnerability turns defence into strategic advantage.
Transition – Switching modes can have unknown and unexpected consequences which
can be now avoided or used to advantage.
Engine Room – Defining Human Intelligence factors are the ‘Drivers and Connectors.’
Perfect Resilience – Creating a ‘perfect storm’ of match consistency with no gaps.
Moments – Integrating team performance to win the most decisive points of play.
Decision-Making – Incorporating defined decision-making capabilities into game plans.
Game Control – QA 5.0 algorithms read progressive Game Control regardless of score.
Problem-Solving – Causal analysis reveals intelligence on Why and How things happen.
Match Preparation – Obtaining higher certainty about comparative starting strengths.
Premiership Readiness – Ensuring club base Organics™ are Premiership-ready.
See www.sportswizard.com - email quality@sportswizard.com

‘You see what you look for, you need to look for this’ – Qualitative Analytics 5.0
Sports Wizard® - a proud member of Microsoft’s Global Sports Innovation Centre (GSIC)

